Reading: Students will use elements of story structure (characterization, setting, theme, plot) to predict, construct meaning and deepen understanding. They will also describe and analyze character traits and use descriptive language to create images and connect their images to what they already know to deepen their understanding.

Writing: Students will continue to organize facts related to a heading and writing them as complete sentences. They will use text features like illustrations to make ideas clearer. They will also revise and edit their writing.

Skills: Students will review the double consonants of “nq,” “nr,” and “rh.” They will make lists of the English blend and end of “bl” and “le” words.

Math: Students will write and solve number stories involving fractions; compare fractions using region models; find equivalent fractions; make a number-line posters for fractions; and identify fractions on a number line.

Important Notes:

Multiplication Facts: Remember to practice multiplication facts daily. There will be quizzes on Fridays.

Winter weather: Please make sure your child comes to school prepared for the winter weather with coat, boots, and gloves/mittens.

Assessment: Students will take The FAST assessment (1/13-2/4) and already starting the Hmong Reading Assessment (1/6-1/27).

Please call me with questions or comments.
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